APPENDIX F: ACTIVITY "TARGETING" RECOMMENDATIONS

For all Services and the Defense Logistics Agency all activities determined to be "Above the installation" in accordance with guidance provided in the OSD BRAC Library of Definitions should respond to the S&S JCSG's Military Value Analysis questions.

Whether or not those activities determined to be "at or below the installation" should respond to these questions is much less clear-cut. In general, those activities that are operational or deployable are considered "below the installation" and they should not respond to the questions. As a general rule these organizations deal exclusively with retail level stocks.

Activities "at the installation level" which are both retail and wholesale, or exclusively wholesale, in nature should respond to the questions:

**ARMY:**
- All non-deployable Supply and Storage Activities at an Installation that support customers in Classes of supply I, II/IV, III (B) and III (P), V, VII, VIII, IX and X on a direct and area support basis
- Supply and Storage activities that store and maintain War Reserve Stocks

**AIR FORCE:**
- Logistics Readiness Squadrons
- Regional Supply Squadrons

**MARINE CORPS:**
- Marine Corps Air Stations

**NAVY:**
- Naval Air Stations
- Naval Bases